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Preface 

With this documentation we present materials and results elaborated in the context of 
the CRIMIC project which was carried out between November 2007 and November 
2008. The project was co-funded by the European Commission in the context of the 
Budget Line 04 03 03 03 – “Information, Consultation and Participation of 
representatives of undertakings” – and coordinated by the EWC team at the IG Metall 
headquarters in Frankfurt. 

The main aim of the CRIMIC project was to support EWCs in companies of the 
metalworking sectors which are confronted with challenges and tasks in the context of 
restructuring operations. By an exchange of information and a transnational seminar 
the project supported the development of competences, the better use of existing 
resources and learning from good practice and experience in the field of information, 
consultation and employee participation at the company level. 

Beside the German Metalworkers Union IG Metall in Germany, the CRIMIC project 
involved partner organisations from the United Kingdom (Unite), Spain (FM.CC.OO.), 
France (FGMM-CFDT), Belgium (CCMB) and Poland (Solidarnosc and OPZZ). Above 
that EWC representatives from seven companies and EWCs were directly involved in 
the project, mainly by trade union coordinators and/or EWC steering committees or 
other keyplayers in the responsible EWCs.. The project was also actively supported by 
the European Metalworkers Federation EMF. 

The following documentation contains the following materials:  

 Overview on basic information on the seven companies involved in the project 
and a summary of the main challenges of EWC development and policy in the 
context of restructuring 

 Documentation of the transnational workshop held in Lohr in February 2008, 
including the presentations and results of the working groups 

 The results of the evaluation process carried out at the end of the project 
period with the participants of the February-Workshop. 

 

On behalf of the project team 

 

Marika Varga 
Project manager 
IG Metall Headquarters, Department for Company Policy 
 

Frankfurt, December 2008 
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1 Overview of project objectives and activities 

1.1 Background and objectives of the CRIMIC project 
Today, decision-making in multinational companies takes place earlier and on a more 
centralised level. Thus, decisions are made on a more international level, lessening 
the influence of national workers´ representations. Therefore, EWCs are an important 
completion to represent the interesets of the employees.  

Many EWCs are not able to implement their rights resulting from the EWC Agreement 
and the EWC Directive. Central Management often ignore the information and 
consultation rights of the EWC completely or the information comes much too late. In 
concrete restructuring situations EWCs fail to develop a common position or strategy.  

Against this, IG Metall together with metalworkers trade union organisations in the 
United Kingdom, Spain, France, Belgium and Poland has developed the CRIMIC 
project which stands for “Corporate Restructuring and Innovative Management of 
Information and Consultation  - Strengthening the ability of EWCs to develop common 
positions and strategies”.  

The basic aim of the project was to enhance capacities and competences of EWC 
members and EWC coordinators in the context of restructuring, i.e. learning from the 
practice in other companies, making use of resources provided by the EMF and 
develop ideas on the improvement of the own policy in exchange with others in the 
context of transnational project meetings and a transnational seminar. Other important 
aims were: 

 to develop competences of EWC actors in order to enable them to deal with 
challenges and new tasks in the context of transnational restructuring 
operations in their companies in a more efficient way; 

 to support EWCs in enhancing and developing internal structures of 
communication and practice in order to better equip them for dealing with 
transnational restructuring; 

 facilitating a structured exchange of experience of EWC delegates with regard 
to framework conditions and environments of information, consultation and 
employee participation at the company level in the metalworking sector; 

With the project, the partner organisations wanted to address in particular the needs of 
those EWCs which only have limited resources available.  

1.2 Project activities 
 
Preparatory work and kick-off-meeting 

CRIMIC was carried out in close cooperation of project partners which came together 
at a kick-off meeting in January 2008 at the IG Metall headquarters in Frankfurt where 
the project working plan was presented and the aims and contents of the transnational 
workshop were discussed. In the context of the meeting an exchange of experience 
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regarding EWC involvement in restructuring operation also took place. This was a 
result of a stock-taking process with regard to the involved companies and carried out 
concentrating on the following aspects: 

 Major processes of restructuring (mergers, acquisitions, relocation, off-shoring, 
outsourcing, organisational restructuring etc.) in the companies involved 

 Practical experiences as well as weaknesses, strengths, innovative aspects of 
transnational information and consultation in the companies involved in the 
project 

 Demands regarding the further development, improvements and strengthening 
the efficiency of EWC practice with regard to transnational information and 
consultation. This will also include suggestions with regard to improvements of 
communication practice and procedures 

The stock-taking was carried out in cooperation with the project partners in the 
companies involved and addressed the following main issues: 

 Basic profile of the company 

 Restructuring operations at the company level during the last 5 years 

 EWC structure and practice 

 Context, strength and weaknesses of information, consultation and 
participation at company level 

 Demands for further improvement of information, consultation, employee 
participation and transnational communication 

 

Major results of this survey can be found in this documentation. 

Another focus of the kick-off-meeting and the preparatory phase was an exchange 
between the project organizers and the EWC coordinators regarding suggestions and 
demands concerning the main project activity, i.e. the transnational seminar. The kick-
off was mainly based on the exchange of information on restructuring processes in the 
involved companies and how their EWCs dealed with them so far but also on an 
evaluation of innovative and good EWC practice with regard to employee involvement 
and social dialogue, information and consultation in restructuring operations in other 
companies and the metalworking sector as a whole. In this context the project could 
also rely on material developed by the European Metalworkers´ Federation EMF, e.g. 
the “Restructuring Handbook” which is available several languages. 

Transnational seminar  

Between 17th and 20th Febuary 2008 the transnational seminar took place at the IG 
Metall Training Centre in Lohr with representatives of all project partners, EWC 
representatives, members of the IG Metall project team and experts. The seminar was 
attended by 35 participants from Germany, France, Spain, the UK, Poland, Belgium 
and from the EMF. 
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The transnational seminar focussed on three main topics in the context of restructuring 
and EWC development: 

 A stock-taking of restructuring operations (relocation, outsourcing, mergers and 
acquisitions) in the companies involved in the project with a focus on their 
effects on employment and industrial relations at the company level 

 Structured exchange of employee experience regarding framework conditions 
of EWC practice and in particular transnational and national information, 
consultation and participation/dialogue in the involved companies as well as 
information on innovative approaches and good practice in other companies in 
the metalworking sector 

 Framing of requirements with regard to improving EWC practice in the 
companies involved – for each company a specific “requirement profile” should 
be developed as an important outcome of the seminar 

A detailed programme and documentation of the transnational seminar is presented in 
the part three of this documentation.  

 

Implementation of exemplary measures and evaluation of project results and 
activities 

The seminar was followed by a phase of implementing exemplary measures as  
defined and drafted in the context of the working group and plenary discussions at the 
seminar in the involved companies. 

Outcomes of this process then have been evaluated by the project coordination team 
at the end of the project. This evaluation was based on a written questionnaire which 
was sent to all seminar participants with results been evaluated and presented in an 
evaluation report which was made available in all project languages. The evaluation 
report is presented in part four of this documentation. 
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2 Documentation kick-off-meeting January 2008 
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3 Profiles of participating companies 

3.1 Overview 
The CRIMIC project adressed company representatives and EWC delegates as well 
as trade union EWC coordinators in seven transnational companies in the 
metalworking sector. The project in particular focussed on transnational undertakings 
which are not the well known big companies in this sector but rather of medium sized 
shape.  

Amongst the EWCs involved in the project there were both EWCs established at a 
rather early stage under Art. 13 of the EWC Directive as well as EWCs established 
only recently under so called Art. 6 agreements. 

The transnational companies directly involved in the project might be clustered along 
the following indicators: 

 Multinationals with a clear focus of production in the country of origin like 
Mahle, Stryker or Flowserve but also Mann + Hummel 

 Medium sized and larger companies with a rather plural EWC composition 
covering a lot of European countries (Caterpillar, Exide, Areva) 

 Companies which have already established an EWC during the mid-90s 
(Exide, Caterpillar, Mann + Hummel, Mahle) and a group of companies where 
the EWC was established only after 2000 (Arvea, Stryker, Flowserve) 

The companies involved in the project covered different countries of origin (Germany, 
France, Spain, Belgium, UK) and thus, different national EWC laws. In nearly all cases 
the enlargement of the EU and the integration of EWC delegates from the new 
member states has been an issue of internal organisation development.  

The project comprised a group of companies which do not illustrate “good practice” in 
the first place but rather a representative group of “mainstream” experience in 
transnational information, consultation and employee participation. It should also be 
noted here, that all companies involved in the project have recently experienced 
restructuring operations and from the point of view of the EWC the improvement of 
information, consultation and internal communication has become a major challenge. 

By targeting EWC delegates directly, the project is also addressed multipliers who will 
contribute to the dissemination of the project results within their organisational realms, 
in particular the involved trade union organisations in the metalworking sector. 

The following table summarizes basic data on the companies involved in the CRIMIC 
project. 
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Transnational companies directly involved in CRIMIC 

Name Company 
headquarters 

EWC law Number of employees 
in Europe 

EWC installation 

Exide USA Spain ~ 10.300 1996 

Areva France France ~ 42 000 2004 

Stryker USA Germany ~ 3.600 2001 

Caterpillar USA Germany ~ 23 000 1996 

Mann+Hummel Germany Germany ~ 7 500 1996 

Mahle Germany Germany ~ 20 000 1997 

Flowserve USA UK ~ 5 000 2004 
 

3.2 EWC issues and challenges 
During the preparatory phase EWC representatives of the involved companies 
summarized current topics and important issues on the agenda of the respective 
EWCs including also expectations regarding the international seminar. 

The following paragraphs give an overview of this stock-taking phase: 
 

Mahle 
Current topics of EWC practice 

1.  Communication between EWC sessions 

 So far, there is no internal e-mail-address for the EWC (though management 
has agreed in principal) 

 In particular communication with EWC delegates in countries is difficult when 
different trade unions per country are involved  

 Rotation of EWC delegates in Italy makes communication difficult 

 

2.  Development of an EWC concept for different Europe-wide divisions of the 
company  

 There is a strong need for European cooperation resulting from European 
strategies of restructuring of the company. For example, there was the threat of 
closure and relocation of a production site near Hannover. The EWC demand – 
similar like respective concepts at Volkswagen and GM Europe – is principally 
to receive a guarantee for all production sites in Europe and to redistribute 
capacities rather than close sites. Therefore, there is a need to develop an 
overall European concept. 
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3.  Integration of company parts into the EWC which have been acquired recently 
(from Dana / from Siemens-VDO) 

 This resulted in an increase of 15 % of the European workforce and a growing 
diversity of national corporate cultures. 

 There is no formal problem with integration but insecurities about persons,  
new cultures and ideas coming into the EWC (e.g. further delegates from the 
UK). 

 

Additional information: 

 No common working language with at least six different languages in the EWC. 

 The EWC receives information from central management only in the context of 
the annual EWC sessions 

 Negotiations on framework agreements about social minimum standards failed 
because the IMF wanted to sign it. For 2008 another approach was planned 
without IMF involvement. A major reason for the negative position of the 
management: a similar agreement existed in Brazil with the employee 
representation and the management therefore was not interested of the IMF 
being involved. 

 There are close contacts between the EWC coordinator and the management 
of the company since the coordinator is also a member of the supervisory 
board of the company. The contacts to trade union representatives in other 
countries are much less developed. 

 The Spanish EWC delegate does not take part in the transnational seminar of 
the seminar – the EWC coordinator therefore assumed that somebody else 
was elected to the EWC recently. 

 For the near future it is planned to employ a full-time EWC coordinator who will 
clearly contribute positively to EWC internal communication. 

 

Mann + Hummel 
Current topics of EWC practice 

1.  Implementation of the international framework agreement signed recently 

 For the next EWC meeting in June 2008 an implementation plan for Europe 
and for global company sites (activities in India and China) should be 
developed. 

 The agreement was signed by the IMF and includes a reference to the ILO 
core norms plus regulations regarding safety at work (including the 
establishment of a monitoring institution). 
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2.  Integration of employee representatives into the EWC of the Unico company in 
Bosnia-Herzegowina, recently overtaken by the company  

 The company’s reaction is clearly positive. This mainly results from the fact that 
the likely EWC delegate has the trust of the management. The EWC has to 
investigate whether this person has a clear mandate as an employee 
representative. 

3.  Comparision of payment conditions, occupational profiles and company 
agreements (social benefits etc.) 

 This process was stopped in the middle and a new start in 2008 was foreseen. 

Expectations for the transnational seminar: 

One positive result could be an improvement of internal relationships of EWC delegates. 

 
Exide 
Current topics of EWC practice 

1.  There is a need to develop more uniform working conditions in Europe within 
the company with regard to issues such as safety at work, gender equality, 
anti-discrimination (agreement on common European regulations) 

 Here, the EWC coordinator plays a crucial role. 

 This preconditions a comparative analyses of working conditions and social 
benefits. 

 In contrast, ILO core norms are not a big issue for Europe. 

2.  Participation of the EWC and the EWC coordinator in company development 
and restructuring processes 

3.  Internal communication and coordination processes 

 There is a need for more resources for communication in order to develop joint 
strategies and fields of action; so far the EWC chairman has acted quite 
isolatedly. 

 There is the demand that all EWC members should have some basic 
infrastructure conditions, i.e. an email address and technical equipment. 
Without such resources EWC members receive important information too late. 
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Flowserve 
Current topics of EWC practice 

1.  A database of all EWC agreements with contact persons would be helpful 

2.  Also an overview of EU legislation relevant for EWCs would be helpful 

 This overview should be designed according to specific EWC requirements, i.e. 
major topics should be easily visible and the legal documents should be 
concentrated on the most important passages. 

3.  Advice regarding the improvement of EWC meetings 

 for example how to gain more control over the agenda and proceedings? 

4.  Advice on improvements of the exchange of information between meetings 

Restructuring operations were not carried out at Flowserve at the time. The company was 
booming, orders were high. There were special projects and relocation processes which only 
affected a small number of employees who then were supported by social measures. 

A current issue at Flowserve are codes of conducts. This issue has been discussed in the 
EWC but not the subject of consultation and bargaining processes. Another important topic 
was sexual abuse, discrimination and safety at work. There were plans to implement policies 
on this later in 2008. The EWC was informed. 

 
 The EWC should become more active in this context and conclude an 

agreement. 

 
Stryker 
Current topics of EWC practice 

1.  The networking of the EWC between the sessions is to be improved 

 Still, the idea of competition is dominating (resulting less from real competition 
of the company sites but more from thinkings of cultural dominance etc.) 

 Communication problems exist though all steering group members speak 
English 

2.  Identification of joint topics of the EWC 

 Safety at work has been suggested 

 The EWC members should be convinced about this at the next plenary meeting 

The EWC coordinator is not aware of current restructuring processes or plans.  

The EWC at Stryker faces many topics on the agenda, that should be addressed. One 
example was an employee survey on work satisfaction 

The EWC was not able to react in a structured way to management plans and decisions. 
This did not result from a lack of framework conditions (EWC internal meetings etc.) but from 
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a lack of the awareness to be a body with the task to jointly represent the interests of the 
employees in all countries. 

One reason is that the composition of the EWC is quite difficult since only some EWC 
members come from the few production sites and the rest are sales people form sales offices 
who often are not unionised. 
 
Areva 
Current topics of EWC practice 

1. EWC and national trade unions – how can their cooperation be improved? 

 In the context of the restructuring plan significant tensions occurred between 
the French unions and the EWC on strategies and competencies 

2.  Exchange of experience regarding the functioning of the EWC – what can we 
learn from each other? 

3.  Restructuring processes 

 Two or three years ago there was a restructuring plan which affected 
approximately 1,000 employees in Germany, the UK and other sites in Europe. 
The social measures available in this context were quite different with the 
employees in the UK being in the most disadvantaged position. 
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4 Documentation of the workshop in Lohr 17 – 20 February 2008 

The workshop was designed for EWC members and EWC coordinators. In plenary sessions 
experience and suggestions to improve the EWC work could be exchanged. In working 
groups certain issues necessary for the EWC work  could be deepened and concrete 
commitments on the next steps to be done could be agreed on. 
 

4.1 Programme 
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Act ruary 2008 ual Course Schedule: EWC Workshop 17 to 20 Feb

Sunday 
 Arrival of the participants  
19.00    

 iversity: Languages, countries, companies, trade unions, etc.  
e 

 Participants presented typical snacks, drinks, music, etc. from their home regions 
I. 

Warming Up 
 Welcome d
 Common problem but no common Language: The puzzle on Europ

Monday 
09.00    nto the Workshop: 

II. 
Welcome and Introduction i
Presentation of the participants, the EWCs, and the companies 

 Company working groups and presentations 

10.30   coffee break 
11.00  III. erience on the focus and working structures of the EWCs  

(Stefan Rüb) 
Exchange of exp

 Input presentation 
12.30   lunch break 
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14.30   IV. Exchange of experience on the focus and working structures of the EWCs 
 Company working groups and presentations 

16.00  coffee break 
17.45  V. Preparation of mixed working groups for Tuesday 
Tuesday 
09:00  VI. EWC Case Law and How to Implement the Rights of the EWC Agreement 

 Input presentation (Anneliese Büggel) – questions and discussion 
10.10  coffee break 

The EMF 10.35  VII. 
 Input presentation (Luc Triangle) and discussion 

12.00    lunch break 
Five Mixed Working Groups on Selected Issues of EWC Activities: 14.00    
1. The EWC and transnational company restructuring – The EMF approach (L. Triangle)  
2. The implementation of EWC rights laid down in the EWC agreement (A. Büggel)  

 3. The improvement of communication in the four fields of EWC relations (internal, 
EWC & management, EWC & trade unions, EWC & employees/national level)  and how  
to prepare multilingual meetings (P. Wlecklik and M. Varga) VIII. 
4. EWC project work on certain topics – negotiations on the European level  
(A. Hoffmann) 
5. Benchmarking of locations: To systematically collect and analyse social data in the 
EWC (S. Rüb) 

16.00   coffee break 
16.35   IX. Presentation und plenary discussion of the  working group results   
Wednesday 

Commitments on next Steps of EWC Activities  09.00   X. 
 Company working groups 

Case Study: The AREVA European Framework Agreement plus Discussion 09.45  XI. 
 Input presentation (Maureen Kearney) – questions and discussion 

Final Evaluation of the Workshop  10.45  XII. 
 Round table 

11.45  lunch and departure 

 

4.2 Photos and Presentations 
(The Roman numerals refer to the numerals in the Actual Course Schedule on p. 19) 
 
I. Warming up 
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II. Presentation of the participants, the EWCs, and the companies (examples) 
Areva 
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Caterpillar 
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Exide 
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Flowserve 
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Mahle 
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III. Exch
 

 

 

ange of experience on the focus and working structures of the EWCs 
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. Exchange of experience on the focus and working structures of the EWCs 
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I. EWC case law and how to implement the rights of the EWC agreement  V
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VII. The 
 
 

EMF 
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VIII. Working Groups on Selected Issues of  EWC Activities (Examples) 
III.1 Th

 
 

 
 

V e EMF principles of dealing with transnational restructuring 
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VIII. 3 Improvement of EWC communication and multilingual meetings 
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VIII.4 EWC project work and negotiations 
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XI. Case study: The AREVA Framework Agreement on Gender Equality 

F, Areva management and the special 
Committee mandated by their national unions. 

onstructive nature in which the debates were conducted.  The 
tionship between the 3 parties enabled  us to progress well in a respectful and 

armonious environment for the ultimate benefit of all employees impacted by the 

ity and disabled people which was submitted 
t Europe. 

er 2005)  

 

er to have a  working basis to enable us to negotiate the agreement.  

gration of 
isabled persons, eg Melox, France and Monchengladbach Germany. 

f the agreement 
 

o obtain an ambitious, pragmatic and workable agreement applicable throughout the 13 
ountries of the EWC. 

To advance equality in the workplace with respect to national regulations and laws. 
 
Contents 
The agreement is divided into 2 parts.  

 Gender Equality 

o Recruitment 
o Career Development 
o Training 
o Equal Pay 
o Provisions for Parenthood 

 Disabled Persons 

o Awareness and communication 
o Recruitment and access to employment 
o Integration  
o Training 
o Adaptation of workstations and accessibility 
o Partnerships and External relations 

Summary of the case 
The agreement was negotiated between the EM
negotiating body made up of the Select 
A special mention for the c
working rela
h
agreement. 
 
What we did 
Put into place a questionnaire on gender equal
to all sites to establish the current situation within Areva companies throughou
(June to Decemb
The questionnaire treated issues such as training, recruitment, salaries, percentage of 
women and disabled people in the workplace etc.
A series of graphs was then created to compare and identify best practices and potential 
weaknesses in ord
(graphs presented to the EWC in March 2006). 
Several sites in Europe were visited to observe first hand best practices in the inte
d
 
Negotiation o
4 meetings took place between the EMF, Areva management and the negotiating body (June
to November 2006).   
 
Objective 
T
c
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Key objectives for implementation of agreement 

 Communication and awareness training 

 Social dialogue and monitoring 

 

 

Presentatio
Presentatio

representatives. 
Visit of spe
share the sp

progress 

Setting up o
implementat
 

Conclusion
The EMF ha

 is the responsibility of each and everyone of us to ensure that this agreement serves the 
eople it is intended to represent. 

 

Local action plans 

Where do we go now 

n by the EMF to its affiliate unions between now and end of November. 
n to the EWC delegates 16.11.06  

Communication and awareness training of both HR managers and employee 

cific sites by Select Committee members and Areva Human Resources staff to 
irit and philosophy of the agreement 

An annual review of both the national and local action plans to access continuously 
and performance. 

f monitoring committee within the coming year to oversee the active 
ion of the agreement throughout European companies within Areva. 

 
ve indicated that this is one of the best agreements at European level that they 

have been involved in negotiating.   
It
p
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Seminar impressions 
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5 List of Participants 
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6 Project evaluat

roject evaluation of CR

ion 

P I of the p o  
October and November 2 elaborated by the 
p d s icipants. 16 out of 35 questio air  w
filled in and returned. The 1 ting EWCs. 

The questionnaires were a five different fields
t  t  the nte ts a
m ect on the W w
(  d in 2008 (process 
e  a

T n t most part marked  a sit
i wor hop participants and gratitude towards the rga ise he
reason for this is that most of the participants have only rarely had the opportunity to 
take part in international successful on the 
w suall ea ho
w

Experience from other se y no me s i ica  
that that which is learned ason, the project 
partners thought that it would be a good idea to remind the participants of 
w  t sustainability. One 
desired secondary effect for our part was for the participants to address the conte
a s  using these 
o

The followin  i  rvey which is 
completed by a qualitative 

Quantitative assessment

MIC was carried out at the end roject peri d in
008. In this context a questionnaire was 
ent to all the partroject coordinators an nn es ere 
6 responses came from all of the participa

vailable in all languages and related to  in
nd 

 
he workshop. Regarding
ethods addressed in th

transfer evaluation). An
valuation) in the form of

hese fields the participants stated whether
eir workshop had any lasting eff

co n
ir E C ork 

initial survey was already conducte
 “classic” oral closing round in the workshop.  

his “oral round” were for the he answers provided i
mpression among the 

 by  po ive 
ks  o n r. T  

training events. At an event which was 
ntent and organisation, the participants uhole both in terms of co

ith a positive impression a
y h d me 

nd rarely voice criticism.  

minars teaches, however, that this b an nd tes
is also used in everyday work. For this re

the 
orkshop seven months

nd methods of the work

later and ask targeted questions abou
nts 

hop once again and seriously consider in their 
wn EWC work. 

g tables are llustrating the results of the questionnaire
assessment by all participating companies. 

su

 
ssed in. Some participants did not answer (The answers could be cro all the questions.) 

 

ds 
(plenary group and working 
group phases) hop contributed to me ... ☺☺

Project goals / contents / 
metho

The works  ☺    
learning more about the structures and work
of the EMF 

 
13 3       

being better able to request support fo
EWC work 

r the 
4 9 2     

Understanding the EMF  
structures, support for 
EWCs, role of the EWC 
coordinators  

coordinators. 4 9 3     
being better informed about the role of EWC 

Further development of 
communicative and 
intercultural competence             

becoming acquainted with methods for the 1st 
encounter 8 8       1. Evening 
already having planned or tried out methods 1 8 5     
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Project goals / contents / 
methods 
(plenary group and working 
group phases) The workshop contributed to me ... ☺☺ ☺    

having become acquainted with methods for 
the 1st encounter 6 8 1     Round of introductions 

eady having planned or tried out methods  4 5 5     alr

being able to more systematically analyse 
one’s EWC work with the 4-field matrix  5 8 2     
better being able to understand the problems 
of colleagues in their “own” company 2 11 3     
being able to use the experience of other 

6 10       EWCs for my own work 

Stock-taking, promoting a 
comparison of experience  
fields of communication, 
project work, ability to act 

having contact with EWC members from other 
2 5 6   1companies in my own country 

Strengthen the ability of 
EWCs to take action              

I became acquainted with the "10 principles" 
of the EMF for a European approach 9 4 1     
being able to use these for an intern
EWC strategy 

ational 
3 6 5     

European action strategies  

inciples"  1 3 7 2 1already having used the "10 pr
having become acquainted with current case 
law handed down by the courts 4 10 1     

being encouraged to use rights under the 
EWC Agreement more resolutely 3 9 3     

Case law on the 
satisfaction of information 
and consultation rights 
from the EWC Agreement knowing what prec

necessary in the E
onditions and steps are 
WC 3 7 4     

Example from the field of 
practice: Areva            

learning from the example what processes in 
the EWC are useful in successfully addressing 
a topic 8 7       
having learned that different statutory, 
company and trade union preconditions must 
be taken into account early on 7 1     7 
feeling empowered and enabled to address a 

  common topic in the EWC 3 8 3   

 
European Framework 
Agreement on Equal 
Rights – the process in the 
EWC 

having already proposed a common topic in 
the EWC 2 6 3 2 1
my becoming aware that the national trade 
unions or the EMF have to be included in 

companies in good time 9 6 1     
negotiations at the level of European EMF negotiating mandate 

learning about EMF resolutions and positions 5 6 3     
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Comments on the project and the transnational seminar 
In addition to the answers which could be crossed in, it was also possible to make 

uoted here: comments, which are q

 
1. Understanding the EMF 

 Assure the quality of EWC coordination through the requirements profile!  

ry useful 

 Is helping me a lot with the EWC work; I informed the EWC members at Mahle  

rovement in EWC work at 

 The linkage between EWCs and the EMF should be further developed 

 
2. Communicative and inter-cultural competence 

 Working methodology was a good experience 

 Great! good ideas, an excellent start to the workshop 

 There was no opportunity (relates to the use of the methods in one’s own 
EWC) 

 fantastic! 

 
3. Stock-taking, promoting a comparison of experience 

 Excellent presentations; socialisation of work;  

 Not possible to repeat without good coordination   

 Already existed (relates to contact with EWC members from other enterprises) 

 
4. Strengthen the ability of EWCs to act 

 Excellent attorney     

 Information on top management through legal counsel that the international 
nature of information and consultation rights must be respected; good work, 
conduct assessment of work 

 Ve

    
5. Example from the field of practice: Areva 

 Areva is in my opinion a classic example of an imp
Mahle; good experience which should be expanded 

 I already knew about it (relates to the negotiating role of the EMF) 

 
6. General reaction to the workshop 

 I am still enthusiastic about it and would like to pick up the ideas and 
momentum of the workshop, even if the EWC only meets once a year 

 Holding events like this in general has a very positive effect on European 
meetings at our company 
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 This form of workshop for EWC members is important as a result of the 
tures and projects as well as the ensuing 

rce of support in the 
uise of the EMF. 

ved working together. Before the workshop the participants were 

orum 

vements in a targeted 
ne working group it was examined how the EWC can analyse a topic with 

e aid of project work. These elements were aimed at boosting the effectiveness of 
WC work. Project work and the systematic analysis of weak points are important 
reconditions for successful EWC work. The participants found this part to be useful, 
ut clearly stated that good coordination is necessary in addition. The EWC 
oordinator has to play this role.  

presentation of different EWC struc
comparison of experience 

 

Qualitative assessment in the five fields  
1. Understanding the EMF 

The presentation on the EMF was held by an EMF representative who has played an 
active role in the EWC work of the EMF since the adoption of the EWC Directive. His 
presentation contributed to the participants learning about what guidelines the EMF 
has developed and adopted on EWC work. It was noted in this regard that the 
requirements profile of the EWC coordinators has not yet been sufficiently assured in 
qualitative terms. In addition, the participants learned what fields of topics the EMF is 
still addressing and what structures look like. The participants now know that in 
addition to their national trade unions they have an additional sou
g

 
2. Further develop communicative and inter-cultural competence 

To this end different methods were presented and tested during the introductory 
phase. The objective was supposed to be for the participants to take ideas and 
proposals for their own EWC work home with them. Thus, on the evening on which the 
delegates arrived, for instance, there was an initial meeting among the participants 
without interpreters. One method was for the participants to solve a puzzle (of Europe) 
in mixed language groups. This taught them that in spite of different languages, 
problems can be sol
requested to bring something typical of their home region to the workshop. This 
provided everyone the opportunity to present themselves to the entire group. The 
participants found this to be a positive experience and are considering using this or 
similar methods at the next EWC meeting in order to improve group dynamics in this 
manner.  

(For more on this topic, see  Wlecklik, Varga: „Gewerkschafter aller Länder vereinigt euch – aber wie?“ in: F
Bildung, Infodienst und Diskussionsplattform zur Bildungsarbeit der IG Metall, July 2007, pp. 28–31.) 
 

3. Stock-taking, promoting a comparison of experience 

The four fields of communications involving the EWC were presented: the EWC and 
management, the EWC and trade unions, the EWC internal and the EWC and staff / 
national employee representatives. With the aid of this matrix a method was presented 
which the EWC can use to identify its strengths and weaknesses in a systematic 
manner. In this manner it can develop and implement impro
fashion. In o
th
E
p
b
c
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4. Strengthen the ability of EWCs to act 

wo aspects stood at the forefront here: on the one hand the EMF strategy of an 
ternational approach to restructuring was presented by the EMF staff and discussed 
 a working group. On the other hand, an attorney made it clear what preconditions 
re necessary to be able to satisfy the rights under the EWC agreement by taking 
ourt action if necessary. Most of the participants were not aware of the EMF 
pproach, so it has not been resolutely put into practice along these lines yet, either. 
he participants intensely addressed this, however, and attempted to set out these 
eas in their “own” EWC.  The comments of the attorney encouraged the EWCs to 
solutely insist on the satisfaction of the rights emanating from the agreement, for 

xample with respect to the point in time and scope of information and consultation by 
e central management. An EWC had a meeting with the management directly after 
e workshop. The management was forced to notify all the managers about their 

bligation to respect all participation rights in international affairs. 

 
5. Example from the field of practice: A

The EWC members  on how an 
agreement on equal his example, 
 was possible to onc oject work, the 

act as an institution, functioning communications and working 
structures in the EWC, without which the project would not have been possible. It thus 
became clear to all the participants once again that it is possible to actively move 
forward with EWC topics in actual practice. That alone was an important experience 
for the participants.  

In addition to this an additional topic was addressed in this connection: individual 
topics are dealt with in widely varying ways in the various countries – in company, 
regional or national collective agreements, company agreements, etc. When a topic is 
negotiated at the European level, a process involving the trade unions among 
themselves is also necessary in order for them to all agree on a common negotiating 
objective and – in this case – issue the EMF a mandate to negotiate. The EMF for its 
part has to negotiate in close consultation with the EWC, as this was after all the point 
of departure in the initiative. The topic of “international collective negotiations at the 
company level” and the difficulties in this respect were communicated to the 
participants. The level of knowledge and awareness was very low. Because more and 
more enterprises are also negotiating at the European level, however, and a legal 
framework has been lacking so far, it is important to sensitise actors to the topic. It is 
only in this manner that good practice can also provide the foundations for a legal 
framework, which the EU Commission is currently working on. 

 
 
 

 
 

T
in
in
a
c
a
T
id
re
e
th
th
o

reva 

 of Areva gave a presentation to the plenary group
 rig g thts can be achieved at the European level. Usin

e again address several fields: international prit
ability of the EWC to 
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Annex:  
 

Project documents in other languages 
(German, French, Spanish, Polish) 
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